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Abstract

In this paper different methods of sizes definitions on technical plot

in some coordinate direction are analyzed. Problems of optimal sizes

definitions are formulated and are solved in terms of size tolerance limits.
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Introduction

The relative position of surfaces of parts in mechanical engineering is de-

fined by the coordinate sizes of which the dimensional chain is made. During

machine part production these sizes may be reproduced only with some de-

viation. The value of these deviations must not be greater than a specified

tolerance [1]. In this paper different methods of sizes definitions on techni-

cal plot in some coordinate direction are analyzed. Problems of optimal sizes

definitions are formulated and are solved in terms of size tolerance limits.

1 Preliminaries

Not specified link in the dimensional chain is called closing dimension.

Tolerance of such a link is defined as a sum of tolerances for sizes of all the

other links in the chain. Formally this statement may be represented as follows.

Assume that on real axis there are points x1, . . . , xn. Denote y1, . . . , yn their

mean values and assume that we know the difference yt+1− yt and the scatter

rt,t+1 of xt+1 − xt around yt+1 − yt :

yt+1 − yt −
rt,t+1

2
≤ xt+1 − xt ≤ yt+1 − yt +

rt,t+1

2
, 1 ≤ t < n.

Define the scatter of the difference xn−x1 by summation of previous formula:

yn − y1 −
n−1∑
t=1

rt,t+1

2
≤ xn − x1 ≤ yn − y1 +

n−1∑
t=1

rt,t+1

2
, 1 ≤ t < n.

Consequently we obtain that the scatter of |x1 − xn| is following:

|yn − y1| −
n−1∑
t=1

rt,t+1

2
≤ |xn − x1| ≤ |yn − y1|+

n−1∑
t=1

rt,t+1

2
. (1)

In machine building li,j = |yi − yj| is called nominal size and ri,j is called

tolerance of |xi − xj|, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.

Typically in the Russian practice only one closing dimension is taken into

consideration in dimensional chain [1]. However, in many cases, it is important

to examine the totality of closing chain links. So it is worthy to consider all

sizes connections in any coordinate direction [3] - [5].

Then a set of sizes connections may be presented in a form of the tree G

(connected and acyclic graph without loops and fold edges) with the nodes set

V = 1, ..., n and with the edges set W. Consider a problem of all tolerances

calculation ri,j : (i, j) /∈ W, by known tolerances ri,j : (i, j) ∈ W, ri,i ≡ 0.
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A calculation of tolerance ri,j, (i, j) /∈ W, is based on a knowledge of single

way connecting in the tree G the nodes i, j. Consequently the value ri,j is a

length of the shortest and so single way between the nodes i, j. If the edge

(i, j) ∈ W then its length equals ri,j. Here edge length means tolerance of this

edge size.

As we need the matrix ||ri,j||ni,j=1 of tolerances (lengths of shortest ways

between the tree G nodes) so it is convenient to use Floid-Worshell algorithm

(see for an example [6]). Assume that rkij is shortest way length from the node

i to the node j which passes only through the nodes i, j, 1, . . . , k. Then for

pairs of nodes (i, j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, the values r0i,j are defined by the equalities

r0i,i ≡ 0, r0i,j = ri,j, (i, j) ∈ W, r0i,j =∞, (i, j) /∈ W, i 6= j, (2)

recurrent relation

rki,j = min(rk−1ij , rk−1i,k + rk−1k,j ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n, (3)

takes place and

ri,j = rni,j. (4)

Recurrent procedure (2) - (4) allows to find the matrix ||ri,j||ni,j=1 by O(n3)

arithmetical operations. The matrix ||ri,j||ni,j=1 calculations gives a possibility

to define all tolerances {ri,j : (i, j) ∈ W} and to estimate how these tolerances

are accessible from exploitation viewpoint.

2 Construction of tree with minimal diameter

for two chains

When we apply dimensions and tolerances on the drawings, there is a need

to link together multiple dimensional chains. It is desirable that the resulting

tolerances closing units are small as possible. This problem may be formulated

as follows.

Assume that there is first size tree and it is connected with second size tree

by an edge with fixed tolerance. It is necessary to define initial and final nodes

of this edge so that maximal length of a way from the first to the second tree

is minimal. In this case the diameter of obtained tree is minimal also.

2.1 Algorithm of problem solution

Consider two non intersected size trees with matrixes of tolerances between

their nodes

G1 = (I1, W1, ||ri,k||i,k∈I1), G2 = (I2, W2, ||rj,l||j,l∈I2).
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Here I1, I2 are the sets of the trees nodes, I1
⋂
I2 = ∅, W1,W2 are the sets

of the trees edges, ||ri,k||i,k∈I1 , ||rj,l||j,l∈I2 are the matrixes of tolerances (edges

lengths) in the trees G1, G2. Denote by R1(i), i ∈ I1, maximal length of ways

from the node i ∈ I1 to all other nodes in the tree G1, analogously define

R2(j), j ∈ I2.
Assume that δ ≡ ri,j is the length of the edge (i, j) which connect the node

i ∈ I1 with the node j ∈ I2. Define the nodes i1 ∈ I1, j2 ∈ I2 so that maximal

length r(i1, j2) of ways between nodes k ∈ I1, l ∈ I2 in the tree G(i, j) with

the nodes set I = I1
⋃
I2 and the edges set W = W1

⋃
W2

⋃
(i, j) is minimal:

r(i1, j2) = min
i∈I1, j∈I2

max
k∈I1, l∈I2

(rk,i + δ + rj,l).

Denote by d(G) the diameter of size tree G. It is obvious that the diameter

d(G(i1, j2)) is minimal also because of the equality

d(G(i1, j2)) = max(d(G1), d(G2), r(i1, j2)),

where d(G1), d(G2) are the diameters of the trees G1, G2, correspondingly. As

for the tree G(i1, j2) the equalities

max
k∈I1, l∈I2

(rk,i + δ + rj,l) = δ +R1(i) +R2(j), i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2,

are true so we have that

r(i1, j2) = δ + min
i∈I1

R1(i) + min
j∈I2

R2(j) (5)

and consequently

R1(i1) = min
i∈I1

R1(i), R2(j2) = min
j∈I2

R2(j). (6)

Then characteristics ri,j, R(i), R(j), i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2 of the tree G(i1, j2) are

following

ri,j = ri,i1 + δ + rj1,j, R(i) = max (R1(i), ri,i1 + δ +R2(j1)) , (7)

R(j) = max (R2(j), rj,j1 + δ +R1(i1)) .

Formulas (5) - (7) show how convenient to calculate characteristics of the

tree G(i1, j2) obtained by a connection of the nodes i1 ∈ I1, j2 ∈ I2 by an edge

with fixed length δ. Remark that a replacement of r(i1, j2), by total length of

all edges makes this problem trivial and does not take into account specifics

of constructed tree.
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Consider partial case of a connection of two size chains. Assume that the

trees G1, G2 are linear and are defined by the relations

I1 = {1, . . . ,m1}, I2 = {m1 + 1, . . . ,m2},

W1 = {(t, t+ 1), 1 ≤ t < m1}, W2 = {(t, t+ 1), m1 + 1 ≤ t < m1 +m2}.

It is clear that the matrixes ||ri,k||i,k∈I1 , ||rj,l||j,l∈I2 are defined by the lengths

rt,t+1, 1 ≤ t < m1, rt,t+1, m1 +1 ≤ t < m1 +m2, of edges in size chains G1, G2,

correspondingly. Then the equalities (i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2)

R1(i) = max
(
S1(i), S

1(i)
)
, S1(i) =

∑
1≤t<i

rt,t+1, S
1(i) =

∑
i≤t<m1

rt,t+1,

R2(j) = max
(
S2(j), S

2(j)
)
, S2(j) =

∑
m1+1≤t<j

rt,t+1, S
2(j) =

∑
j≤t<m1+m2

rt,t+1

are true.

To define i1, j1 by Formula (6) it is enough to use the following relations.

Denote

p = max
{
t : ut ≤

um1

2

}
, q = max

{
t : vt ≤

vm2

2

}
,

where u1 = 0, v1 = 0,

ut+1 = ut + rt,t+1, 1 ≤ t < m1, vt+1 = vt + rm1+t,m1+t+1, 1 ≤ t < m2.

Then

i1=


p, R1(p) < R1(p+ 1),

p+ 1, R1(p) > R1(p+ 1),

p, p+ 1, R1(p) = R1(p+ 1),

j1=


q, R2(q) < R2(q + 1),

q + 1, R2(q) > R2(q + 1),

q, q + 1, R2(q) = R2(q + 1).

These formulas show how to find minimal diameter of a tree constructed by a

connection of two linear graphs (size chains) using an edge with fixed length.

2.2 Numerical example

Consider machine part with an enumeration of some its surfaces.

Fig. 1. The drawing of machine part with enumeration of vertical surfaces.
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Compare two alternative ways of size chains (1, 2), (3, 4, 5), composed of ver-

tical surfaces from Fig. 1, connection by and edge with fixed length.

Fig. 2. Alternative ways of size chains connection (tolerances are represented

as dimensionless quantities).

Here r1,2 = 12, r3,4 = 16, r4,5 = 14, δ = 25. From Fig. 2 it is clear how

significantly (from 67 to 53) maximal tolerance is changed by a variation of

nodes of edge connecting size chains (1, 2), (3, 4, 5).

3 Formulation and solution of multicriteria

problem of tolerances maximization

Remark that tolerances ri,j, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, calculated in Section 1 depend

on the tree G. So it is convenient to denote them ri,j(G). Introduce additional

values di,j = f(li,j) which are upper bounds of tolerances:

ri,j(G) ≤ di,j, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. (8)

It is necessary to find such tree G with the nodes set 1, . . . , n, so that multicrite-

ria maximization problem for ri,j by all (i, j), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, in conditions (8)

has single solution. Our task is to calculate this solution ropti,j , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n,

also.

Theorem 3.1 Assume that the function f(x) = xg(x), x ≥ 0, where

g(x) ≥ 0, x ≥ 0, g(0) > 0, does not decrease and y1 < y2 < . . . < yn.

Then the following statements are true.

1) The tree G for which it is possible to find single solution of the maximization

problem for all ri,j, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, in the condition (8) is linear and consists

of the edges (1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (n− 1, n).
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2) The optimal solution ropti,j satisfies the equalities

ropti,j =
∑

i≤t<j

f(lt,t+1), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. (9)

Proof. Indeed, assume that the tree G has the way i, k, l, connecting the nodes

i, l by the edges (i, k), (k, l) and yk > max(yi, yl) (or yk < min(yi, yl)). For

rt,s = 0 where non oriented edges (t, s) ∈ G, (t, s) 6= (i, k), (t, s) 6= (k, l) we

have partial maximization problem

ri,k −→ max, rk,l −→ max, ri,l −→ max, (10)

0 ≤ ri,k ≤ f(|yi−yk|), 0 ≤ rk,l ≤ f(|yk−yl|), 0 ≤ ri,l = ri,k +rk,l ≤ f(|yi−yl|).

As the function f(x), x ≥ 0, is not decreasing and

|yi − yl| ≤ max(|yi − yk|, |yk − yl|) (11)

then we have

ri,l ≤ f(|yi − yl|) ≤ f(max(|yi − yk|, |yk − yl|)). (12)

From Formulas (11), (12) multicriteria maximization problem (10) has Pareto

domain. So to obtain single solution of maximization problem for all ri,j, 1 ≤
i 6= j ≤ n, in conditions (8) the tree G is to be linear and to connect the nodes

j1, . . . , jn, which satisfy the inequality yj1 < . . . < yjn (or yj1 > . . . > yjn).

Then the the graph G consists of the edges (1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (n− 1, n).

Consequently multicriteria maximization problem (10) has single solution

ropti,j which satisfies the condition (9). Indeed for any pair of indexes i, j, 1 ≤
i < j ≤ n, we have partial multicriteria problem

rt,t+1 −→ max, i ≤ t < j, ri,j =
∑

i≤t<j

rt,t+1 −→ max, (13)

0 ≤ rt,t+1 ≤ f(yt+1 − yt), i ≤ t < j, ri,j ≤ f (yj − yi) . (14)

From Theorem 3.1 conditions the function f(x) satisfies the formula

f (yj − yi) =
∑

i≤t<j

(yt+1−yt)g

 ∑
i≤t<j

(yt+1 − yt)

 ≥ ∑
i≤t<j

(yt+1−yt)g(yt+1−yt) =

=
∑

i≤t<j

f(yt+1 − yt).

So partial multicriteria problem (13), (14) has single solution which satisfies

the equalities (9). Theorem 3.1 is proved.
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To calculate all ropti,j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, by known f(lt,t+1), 1 ≤ t < n, it is

enough to define the sums

Sj =
j∑

t=1

f(lt,t+1), 1 ≤ j < n,

and using them to find ropti,j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, by the equalities

ropti,j = Sj − Si.

Then total number of arithmetic operations equals
n(n+ 1)

2
. This solution

gives direct respond how to calculate optimal solution from the numbers f(lt,t+1),

1 ≤ t < n.
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